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More Onomastics

These four wooden knights guarding their king were carved from tree trunks 20 feet tall. The location is near an
entrance to a park near Gniezno in Wielkopolska. Gniezno was the first capital of Poland and witnessed the
crowning of the first Polish king, Boles∏aw Chrobry in 1025. ROSEMARY CHORZEMPA PHOTO.



In May I covered the onomastics (the study of origins
and meanings of names) of the P∏achno and Czuj

names. This seems to be a popular topic these days. In
fact, the second and revised edition of Polish Surnames:
Origins and Meanings by William F. Hoffman was recent-
ly published. Hence, I elected to continue on with the
onomastics of other names that appear in our family
tree. What I did was to send another letter to Dr.
Zygmunt Klimek at the Zak∏ad Onomastyki Polskiej at
the Instytyt J´zyka Polskiego PAN in Kraków. He kind-
ly provided information on the names I could not find in
Hoffman’s book and gave me some additional informa-
tion on some of the names I could find. All of that is pre-
sented in this issue.

History of Polish Names

The following information comes from several
sources including Rosemary Chorzempa, William F.

Hoffman and Dr. Zygmunt Klimek. It is extremely sim-
plified but at least provides a start in understanding
Polish names.

A history of the development of surnames in
Poland is not much different than in other parts of
Europe. Historians generally place the founding of the
Polish state in the year 966 when Duke Mieszko I was
converted to Christianity and had some success in gath-
ering scattered groups into a single political unit. By
1025, Poland had a king and was soon into medieval
practices including nobility and coats of arms.

As in other countries, the arrival of kingdoms, tax-
ation, the need to organize defense of the realm, and the
succession of property to the children of nobility all
required some way to differentiate between nobles hav-
ing the same first name. Up until the 1400s, the common
method the Polish nobles used was to indicate the names
of their land holdings. Hence, the nobleman Jan whose
estate covered the area known as Kraków would have
been known as Jan z Kraków. However, in the 1400s the
Polish nobility began switching to adjectival names
formed by adding the suffix -ski to the name of the
nobleman’s primary estate. Hence, Jan z Kraków now
became known as Jan Krakówski. Polish nobles without
major estates took on names based on their coat of arms,
their father’s name, their title, or some particular feature
or trait. However, most all ended in -ski because that was
the mark of nobility. Dr. Klimek says that, initially,
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St. Mary’s Church (KoÊció∏ Mariacki) overlooks
Kraków square from the east. The first church on this
site was built in the 1220s but was later destroyed dur-
ing the Tatar raids. The current mighty basilica used
the foundations and walls of the previous church. The
lower tower, topped by a Renaissance dome,  serves as
a bell tower and holds five fells while the  taller tower
(265 feet high) traditionally functioned as a watchtow-
er and today is a musical symbol of Kraków. Every
hour the hejna∏ is played on a trumpet from the higher
tower to the four quarters of the world in turn. It rep-
resents the old days during medieval times when this
tune was a warning call.

Legend holds that the watchman on duty spotted the
Tatar invasion and sounded the alarm, only to have a
Tatar arrow pierce his throat in mid-phrase. Like most
of the other photos in this issue, this was taken by
Rosemary Chorzempa, the author of Korzenia Polskie –
Polish Roots, on her 1985 trip to Poland and given to
me for use in our family genealogical newsletter. ROSE-



Polish suffixes -ewski, -iƒski, -owski and -ski indicated
surnames derived from localities and were initially used
exclusively by noblemen and landowners. 

These names for the Polish nobility ending in -ski
became firmly established between the 1400s and 1600s.
Once surnames became expected for the Polish nobility,
wealthier non-nobles and Polish businessmen decided
they wanted a surname too. Eventually, even the peas-
ants wanted surnames and by the 1700s virtually every
family in Poland had an established surname.

As with other countries, surnames for the mer-
chants and peasants came from a variety of sources
including occupations, personal traits, the name of their
town, a prominent feature near where they lived, and
the expected patronymics based on the name of their
father. What is interesting in Polish names is that since
the nobility frequently had names ending in -ski, many
of the other Polish people either picked or changed to a
surname ending in -ski so their name would sound like
nobility. In these cases, the additional -ski on the end was
meaningless.

An excellent example is the surname based on the
occupation of blacksmith. In England, the surname
Smith became very popular as did the German equiva-
lent surname of Schmidt. In Polish, the name for black-
smith is kowal and there are numerous families named
Kowal. However, there are more named Kowalski
because they added the -ski on the end for no reason
other than it made it sound like a noble name. In 1990,
there were 16, 034 Polish citizens named Kowal and
131,940 named Kowalski. However, some of the people
with the Kowalski name could have conceivably been
named from a community, such as Kowal which is north
of ¸ód˝ and west of Warsaw. Hence, the -ski on the end
of many Polish names either indicates nobility or indi-
cates someone who wanted a surname that sounded like
nobility.

Names on our Family Tree

Here is a listing of some of the names which appear
on our family tree. While not all-inclusive, I have

tried to include as many as possible. The simpler origins
and meanings were taken from William Hoffman’s book
Polish Surnames: Origins and Meanings. These were
reviewed by Dr. Zygmunt Klimek and in some cases he

provided either corrected or additional information. The
number of Polish people carrying each name came from
the S∏ownik nazwisk wspó∏czeÊnie w Polsce u˝ywanych
which was published in Poland in 1990 and lists the
number of Polish citizens who have different names.

✬✬ Andrzejewski – My original thought was this
was a patronymic, derived from the Polish equivalent of
Andrew. However, Dr. Klimek suggests that this would,
at best, be a secondary explanation since the -ski suffix
originally indicated someone who owned or came from
a particular place. He writes as follows:

“Andrzejewski originated not directly from
Andrzej but from such place names as Andrzejewo,
Andrzejów, Andrzejewice and Andrzejowo. There are
plenty of such place names in Poland. So the name
Andrzejewski meant somebody who was the owner of
the village Andrzejewo (or similar name) or someone
who came from a a village with this or a similar name.
The derivation from Andrzej was also possible, espe-
cially in a situation mentioned by me under the name
Kieldykowski. But, as I told you there, typologically, all
the surnames ending in -ewski, -owski, -iƒski and -ski
were, first of all, derived from place names.”

This is a  popular name in Poland with 26,917
Polish citizens carrying this name in 1990.

✬✬ Biesiada – Comes from the Polish word biesia-
da meaning “feast” or “banquet” in Polish. The name
apparently originated either with someone in charge of
feasts or who gave banquets frequently. As of 1990, there
were 1,825 people in Poland named Biesiada.

✬✬ Chebda – This is another one of those Polish
names starting with “Ch” where the initial “C” keeps
appearing and disappearing every time you turn
around. Hence, this same name could also be spelled
Hebda. It comes from the Polish word chebd which
means “wild lilac” according to William Hoffman but
“dwarf elder” according to Dr. Zugmunt Klimek.
Presumably, the name was originally given
to the family who lived near a field of these
plants. In 1990, there were 91 Polish
citizens named Chebda and 2,814 named
Hebda.
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According to the experts, the Cholewiak family name
comes from the word cholewa which is the top part of
the knee boot popular in Poland. Hence, the original
Cholewioak was possibly a boot maker.



✬✬ Cholewiak – I told Dr. Klimek that this name
appears with either  a “C” or an “H” as an initial letter,
which I am finding is not uncommon in Polish. Dr.
Klimek’s comments are as follows: “As you discovered
quite rightly, the surname Cholewiak came from a
Polish common noun cholewa which means the top of a
knee boot. The suffix -(i)ak in the surname Cholewiak
may have only structural (nameforming) meaning and
also, especially in the country, it may have a function of
deriving a patronymic meaning. Thus Cholowiak can
mean a son of somebody named Cholewa. Do not object
to the appelative motivation of any surname since prac-
tically every idea may make a motive for a name,
although we may not always know why a peculiar word
became this motive. In this example, the base Cholewa is
probably a metonymic name i.e. instead to name some-
body a bootmaker, the product of his professional activ-
ity was taken as a motive of naming.”

Hence, there is a very good chance that the
Cholewiak family were initially bootmakers. As of 1990,
there were 175 people in Poland named Cholewiak.

✬✬ Chujar – Dr. Klimek writes: “Most probably
the name Chujar is a variant form of the nickname
Chojar, coming from a Polish dialectal common noun
chojar which means young coniferous tree and when
applied to names can mean a tall, and bolt upright man.
The names Chujar and Chojar have not survived in
Poland to the current day.”

✬✬ Curdy∏o – Dr. Klimek suggests: “Curdy∏o
seems to be a non-system malformation. Such a surname
does not exist in Polish today. I suppose that the proper
form of this surname should be spelled Cury∏o, coming
from a given name Cyryl (the Polish version of the
English Cyril), which is Cyrillus in Latin and comes from
a Greek first name Κνριλλοσ which means one belong-
ing to the Lord. The surname Cyry∏o is very popular in
Poland and is carried by 2,463 people, 153 of which live
in the province of Kraków.

✬✬ Dzieƒ – Originally spelled with an accent
mark over the “n.” This comes from the Polish word
dzieƒ which means “day.” Dr. Klimek adds the note that
it was not unusual for this to be a nickname for children
who were born during the daytime. As of 1990, there
were 435 Polish citizens named Dzieƒ.

✬✬ Florek – Although it sounds like a flower, this
name actually came from the pet form of a name. It
comes from the Polish name Florian, which in turn is a

modification on Saint Florjan, the patron of Poland and
Upper Austria (feast day on May 4). The “ek” ending is
a popular diminutive in Polish. Hence, the name could
be translated as  “little Florian.” As of 1990, there were
7,725 Polish citizens named Florek.

✬✬ G∏àb – This name is spelled as shown with the
line through the “l” and the tail on the “a.” While many
Polish names are hard to pronounce, this one is among
the most difficult because the “∏” is pronounced like a
“w” and the “à” is pronounced like “ow.”

Dr. Klimek says: “In Polish this name is pro-
nounced Gwomp. As you rightly stated, in Polish, the let-
ter ∏ is pronounced as Engish w, but the nasal vowel à is
pronounced as alveolar stops such as: t, d, cz, d˝, ç, dê,
thus the Polish word pràd (meaning current) is pro-
nounced pront and the word k∏àcze (meaning root stock)
is pronounced Kwontshe. Before labial stops, the à is pro-
nounced as om, thus the Polish word go∏àb (meaning
pigeon) is pronounced gowomp.”

This name comes from the Polish word g∏àb which
means “stalk” as in a stalk of cabbage. However, Dr.
Klimek also says that G∏àb can also be a metaphorical
nickname meaning “a noodle or fool.” Hence, the name
either originated with a cabbage farmer or with someone
considered a fool by others in the community. In 1990
there were 6,909 Polish citizens named G∏àb.

✬✬ Gorzelaƒczyk – Based on what I got out of
Hoffman’s book and suggestions from my mother that
this family came from the mountains, I thought that the
base of this name came from góra, the Polish word for
mountain. However, Dr. Klimek says this is incorrect
and continues as follows:

“The Gorzelaƒczyk surname is a pet form (some-
times also a patroynmic – “son of”) of the surname
Gorzelany. This surname, in turn, came from a common
noun gorzelnia which means alcohol distillery. The sur-
name Gorzelany meant alcohol distiller. Thus the root
Gorz- is not connected with the root Gór- from the noun
góra which means mountain, but with the root Gorz-,
from the verb gorzeç which means to burn or to burn the
mouth or the tongue.” Hence, the likely explanation is
that this family name came from someone who ran a dis-
tillery. As of 1990, there were 1,092 Polish citizens
named Gorzelaƒczyk.

✬✬ Kie∏dykowski – Dr. Klimek writes: “The sur-
name Kie∏dykowski (pronounced Kiew-di-kov-ski) is
not known in Poland now. The origin of this surname is
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probably connected with either a locality such as
Kieltyki, a village in the P∏ock province or a nickname
such as Kie∏tyka. Kie∏tyka was recorded as early as 1520
and consists of the base Kielt- and a suffix -ika(-yka).
The base Kielt- is connected with a Polish verb kie∏taç
which means to cut something with a blunt knife.”

Dr. Klimek suggests that the -ski ending may have
been added at a later date. Polish suffixes -ewski, -iƒski,
-owski and -ski indicated surnames derived from local-
ities and were initially used exclusively by noblemen
and landowners. In later years, these suffixes were
added to other base words and to the names of other
people to heighten their social status. Dr. Klimek sug-
gests that this was not at all unusual for people who emi-
grated from Poland in the 19th century. Hence, we

would have to trace this name back in the records to
come up with any kind of reliable answer.

✬✬ Kubeczka – Dr. Klimek suggests: “The sur-
name Kubeczka could originate from a diminutive pet
form Kubeczka, which in turn came from an original
dminiutive pet form of Jakubeczek or Jakubeczka. The
compound diminutive suffix -ecz+ka may derive pet
forms either of men or women. In the latter case,
Kubeczka would be a wife or daughter of somebody
called Kubeczek or Kubeczko, both from Jakubeczek or
Jakubeczko.

“The abbreviated form Kubeczka arose by the
same right as a Polish pet form Kuba from Jakub.
Within the list of Polish surnames besides Kubeczka
(128 people in Poland in 1990), there are also people
named Kubeczek (77) and Kubeczko (192 people). The
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Located on the main market square in Kraków is Cloth Hall (Sukiennice) which was originally built in the 14th
century. It was initially designed as a center for the cloth trade but was partially destroyed by fire in 1555 . Later
reuilt in the Renaissance style, the decorative arcades were added in the 19th century. Crafts and souvenirs are sold
on the ground floor while the upper floor houses the the Galley of 19th Cenutry Polish Painters, which is a branch
of the National Museum. ROSEMARY CHORZEMPA PHOTO.



form Kubeczek may also be mixed up with that of
Kubeczek, which comes from a Polish common noun
kubeczek, which means a little mug or drinking vessel.
Alas, nobody who bears the Kubeczka name currently
resides in the Gdaƒsk province.”

✬✬ MikoÊ – My information indicates that this
name was originally spelled with an accent over the “s.”
It is not a true patronymic but it does come from the pet
form of a name. The base word comes from the pet ver-
sion of Miko∏aj, the Polish equivalent of Nicholas. The
“oÊ” is a standard ending for a surname taken from a
given name in Polish. Hence, the American/English
equivalent would be something like “little Nicky.” As of
1990, there were 1,206 Polish citizens named MikoÊ.

✬✬ Pomagier – When you first see it in print,
“Pomagier” does not look like a Polish name. However,
it is listed in the books. This name comes from the Polish
verb pomagaç which means “to help.” Dr. Klimek adds
that “the noun pomagier is used only in spoken Polish
and its standard form is pomocnik which means helper,
assistant or mate.” The name was probably originally
given to someone who was known to be helpful or
whose occupation consisted of being an assistant to
someone else. As of 1990, there were 109 Polish citizens
named Pomagier.

✬✬ Rogó˝ – This name gets somewhat complicat-
ed. The most likely origin for this name would have seen
it spelled with an accent mark over the “o” and a dot
over the “z.” In this form it would have come from the
Polish word rogo˝a meaning the rush-type plant that is
also called a cat’s tail. With the numerous rivers and
creeks in the neighborhood of Jagniówka, this type of
plant was probably plentiful and gave its name to the
family living nearby. However, Dr. Klimek adds several
more comments:

“The noun rogo˝a has two Polish meanings.: 1.
reed-mace or cat’s tail; 2. doormat. So the surname
Rogó˝ could also mean somebody who produced dor-
mats. The form Rogó˝ arose from rogo˝a by means of the
so-called paradigmatic derivation. This happened
because the noun rogo˝a is grammatically of the feminine
gender and because the bearer was a man, the form
Rogo˝a changed to the form Rogó˝, which is declined in
Polish to the masculine declension.”

As of 1990, there were 1,758 Polish citizens named
Rogó˝.

✬✬ Âmietana – Originally spelled with the accent
mark over the “s.” This name comes from food and
specifically the Polish word Êmietana which refers to
cream or sour cream. Possibly, the name originated with
a family who were dairy farmers. There is a note saying
that the base word may have come into Polish from the
Czech language. Incidentally, the next town east of
Jagniówka (three or four miles) is called Âmietana.

✬✬ Woêniak – The “ak” ending is very popular in
Polish and is used to denote a man from a place, a man
who has a particular feature, or a man who has a con-
nection with another person or object. The root part of
this name comes from the Polish word woêny which
means “court crier” or “caretaker.” Hence, the person
given this name was probably a court crier or was
known as a caretaker.

However, Dr. Klimek adds one more possibility:
“Your interpretation is all right but there is also another
possiblity. In Polish dialects there is a common noun
woêniak meaning a draught horse. So Woêniak could
also be a scornful nickname.” This name is extremely
popular since it was carried by 81,390 Polish citizens in
1990.

Extra Copies

This is probably an appropriate time to mention that I
would be happy to make additional copies of these

newsletters for anyone who wants them. This is particu-
larly appropriate with this issue which mentions the
names of several relatives. In the future there may be
more of this, particularly if I am successful in tracing my
mother’s family tree in Jas∏o or Gdynia.

I am keeping all of these newsletters on computer
disk so I can make more copies as needed. If someone is
interested, just send me a note giving me the number or
numbers of the issues desired and a mailing address.
Please allow a couple of days for receipt because I am
sometimes out of town or busy with other things.

One of the reasons why this newsletter deals with
Onomastics again is that I have not yet received replies
from letters sent to churches in Poland nor to two gene-
ological services in Poland. I am looking forward to
receiving one or more replies which will provide some
more information about our family tree.
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